Detection of brainstem lesions in multiple sclerosis: comparison of brainstem auditory evoked potentials with nuclear magnetic resonance imaging.
Topographical information provided by brainstem auditory evoked potentials (BAEPs) was investigated in 43 patients by comparison with cerebral nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMR). Lesions in the region of the brainstem auditory pathways were demonstrated by BAEPs in 44.2%, and in 39.5% by NMR. As regards brainstem levels, in 15/21 (71.4%) with abnormal findings at least one lesion was verified by NMR-matched BAEP results. The study confirms the topographical information provided by the BAEPs on the different levels of the brainstem, but not the assumption that generation of the BAEPs is predominantly ipsilateral. BAEPs retain their importance for the detection of disseminated lesions in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis (MS) in the era of expensive imaging methods.